Lab manager position for the Laboratory of Biological Physics of Cells at the University of Haifa

The Laboratory of Biological Physics of Cells at the University of Haifa is looking for a talented lab manager to work on leading research projects connecting soft-material properties to information processing and biological functions.

About the role:

● Performing research projects that include electrical and mechanical measurements in cells (algae, single cell organisms) and soft materials (lipid membranes, polyelectrolyte gels).

● Oversight of the day-to-day operations at the laboratory.

● Guiding and training students with laboratory methods

● Managing relations with university authorities as well as relevant industries and labs.

Minimum requirements:

● PhD and hands-on experience in research

● BSc in exact sciences (Physics, Chemistry, Biomedical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering)

● Team player with an ability to function independently with minimal supervision, and good interpersonal and communication skills

● Self-motivated personality

● High skills in English - both oral and written

● Programing and experience with numerical tools is an advantage

For further enquiries please contact mmussel@sci.haifa.ac.il

Matan Mussel
https://matanmus.github.io/